Animal models of traumatic brain injury: is there an optimal model to reproduce human brain injury in the laboratory?
Compared to other neurological diseases, the research surrounding traumatic brain injury (TBI) has a more recent history. The establishment and use of animal models of TBI remains vital to understand the pathophysiology of this highly complex disease. Such models share the ultimate goals of reproducing patterns of tissue damage observed in humans (thus rendering them clinically relevant), reproducible and highly standardised to allow for the manipulation of individual variables, and to finally explore novel therapeutics for clinical translation. There is no doubt that the similarity of cellular and molecular events observed in human and rodent TBI has reinforced the use of small animals for research. When confronted with the choice of the experimental model it becomes clear that the ideal animal model does not exist. This limitation derives from the fact that most models mimic either focal or diffuse brain injury, whereas the clinical reality suggests that each patient has an individual form of TBI characterised by various combinations of focal and diffuse patterns of tissue damage. This is additionally complicated by the occurrence of secondary insults such as hypotension, hypoxia, ischaemia, extracranial injuries, modalities of traumatic events, age, gender and heterogeneity of medical treatments and pre-existing conditions. This brief review will describe the variety of TBI models available for laboratory research beginning from the most widely used rodent models of focal brain trauma, to complex large species such as the pig. In addition, the models mimicking diffuse brain damage will be discussed in relation to the early primate studies until the use of most common rodent models to elucidate the intriguing and less understood pathology of axonal dysfunction. The most recent establishment of in vitro paradigms has complemented the in vivo modelling studies offering a further cellular and molecular insight of this pathology.